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Public Administration (CSS / PMS) Dr. Sultan Khan.n on Public Administration Theory
and Public Administration in Pakistan in particular. He usually conducts training. In
English courses. Lecturer at the University of Leeds, Kentucky. He taught at the
universities of Mumbai, Wellington, Edinburgh, Bat Yam and others. His works are
devoted to the problems of state and social policy. Dr. Sultanate Khan is the director of the
Center for Policy Science in Public Administration. Khan Sultan About six months ago a
computer fell on me and I had an attack for five days. After this treatment, I feel good and
I will continue my work as a civil servant. Owner of company. Was responsible for the
management and operational control of a Â£13 million company, including various
divisions and subsidiaries and interests in other companies. Possesses insight, diplomacy
and has the ability to compromise and reach an agreement. Able to follow the personal
instructions of his direct supervisor. Successful in business and at work. He devotes his
free time to hobbies and family. He fully justifies himself in his workplace, and in
relations with colleagues, I find him very attentive. There are some points of view
regarding its use in your company. The fact that he does not suit me, and that I do not suit
him, means that our paths diverge. He understands how rumors and gossip are born and
how they profit from it. His speech is unhurried, precise and expressive - he speaks with
enthusiasm and expresses with enthusiasm. Able to convincingly and clearly prove his
point of view, using the arguments or arguments of his partners. I personally rate him as an
effective manager. He is quite capable of doing his work without much difficulty if he
expects the work to begin immediately after he arrives, and not later. He does not really
like to create an atmosphere of noise around him, which he cannot bear. If he has to justify
the reasons for his behavior when he seeks to present a certain material, then the
argumentation that he gives is highly commendable. He likes to work in small groups. I
think he is a good person. The advice I would give him would be the following: Work in a
company as an executive director. While working for some company in a company dealing
with important commercial transactions, he could b
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